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Week 1 – History of Human Rights 

Moeckli et al: Ch 1 History of Human Rights (19) 

 Introduction 

- International judge Lauterpacht wrote that he supported the establishment of 

international human rights law but saw the issues it would present to restrictions on 

state sovereignty 

- his work was to convince the world at that time after the war that an International Bill 

as such should be created 

- this chapter looks at how HR developed on a domestic level before coming onto an 

international plane 

 

Human Rights on the Domestic Plane 

- There are many beginnings of HR that can be traced back to various times; 

Babylonion and Greek. To say that HR originated from there may be politically 

charged and contain a wester bias.  

- the Magna Carta of 1215 did more to advance the powers of powerful Barons against 

the overbearing King of England but did not do much for the common man 

= the need for the Magna Carta, albeit not the true starting point for the creation and 

advancement of HR was an example of the overbearing powers of the state, tyranny 

and oppression which called these rights into question 

- Bill of rights 1689 after the English Civil War and ‘Glorious Revolution’ was a 

source of a limited number of rights and set the seal on the absolute power of Stuart 

Kings after the myth of their ‘Divine Power’ had been debunked 

- Habeus Corpus act of 1679 

- eradication of torture from the English legal system 1641 

- Thomas Hobbes and John Locke thinking where the power of the Sovereign state will 

be limited for the sake of the individuals within its state type of thinking 

 The Enlightenment Thinkers 

- Hobbes’ Leviathan 1651after the beheading of Charles 1 



= absolute power to keep society in control 

= social contract idea to govern without the consent of people being governed 

= collective gain of society to have order in comparison to the greater evil of mass 

disorder 

= ruler was to exercise power responsibly in relation to the laws of God and nature 

- John Locke in his ‘Two Treatises of Government’ 1690 advocated natural liberty and 

equality of human beings 

= did not advocated universal suffrage 

= did advocate property rights of individuals 

- 18
th

 century authors 

= Montesquieu ‘The Spirit of Laws’ 1748: separation of powers and the structure of 

gov 

= Rousseau ‘The Social Contract 1762: intrinsic value of man in society and the 

social contract 

= Voltaire ‘Philosophical Dictionary 1769 

= Kant 1792: Royal dynasties were the cause of war and republics would bring a 

peaceful era to mankind 

 Human Rights Transformed into Positive Law 

- the US Declaration of Independence 1776 was influenced by Locke 

- the Virginia Declaration then set out the idea of government by consent and 

separation of powers before listing a number of human rights 

- This also was felt in France with the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and 

Citizen 1789 

= art 16 talked about limitations on state power for te protection of HR 

= many rights came out of this such as limitations on rights must be prescribed by law 

and a bunch of individual rights 

= the US Constitution of 1789 did not have as grand proclamations in regards to the 

same theory of governments 

~ it provided protection of just a few rights 

- 1791 the first 10 amendments to the US Constitution came into force being ratified by 

¾ of the states and was known as the US Bill of Rights 



= here rights were still being protected at a federal level 

= Thomas Paine 1776 ‘Common Sense’ set out the case for US democracy 

~ he worked with Edmund Burke to release ‘The Rights of Man’ 

~ Loius Henkin said Paine was a large contributor the these changes that were seen 

 19
th

 Century Challenges to Natural Rights 

- French Declaration ad the US Bill of Rights espoused the philosophy of Locke and 

Rousseau’s thinking in natural rights and positive law 

- These ideals were under attack by critics such as Bentham who thought the idea of 

God-given rights obtained by virtue of birth was nonsense and that they need to be in 

law to actually give protection 

= his argument that the law was something that actually protected 

= his works the Anarchical Fallacies 1843 said that natural rights were dangerous as 

they fueled the revolutions such as those in France 

= Burke attacked the French Declaration s nonsense fiction 

= Karl Marx in the 19
th

 century was also against natural rights 1844 ‘On the Jewish 

Question’ where rights were for egotistical men 

 Domestic Protection of Human Rights Today 

- The Bill of Rights 1689 and the American Declaration of Independence 1776 and the 

French Declaration 1789 started something and there were many other countries that 

came up with something similar 

- Constitutional Arrangements were brought in the Netherlands 17898, Sweden 1809, 

Spain 1812, Norway 1814, Belgium 1831, Liberia 1847 Sardinia 1848, Denmark 

1849 and Prussia 1850 

- almost 80% of constitutions adopted between 1778 and 1948 had constitutional 

guarantees of rights 

- in between 1949 abd 1975 this figure rose to 93% 

= but in France and US all was not great as there was an inferior position of women 

campaigned by Mary Wollstonecraft 1792 

- judicial enforcement of the Human Rights that were enacted by legislation did not 

exist at that time 



- Marbury v Madison by the US Supreme Court had found that the court had inherent 

judicial review powers that could find acts of Congress unconstitutional 

= Scott v Sandford 1857 protected the rights of slaveholders to their property which 

includes their own slaves 

= Brown v Board of Education 1954 bringing an end to the separate but equal 

doctrine upheld in Plessy v Ferguson 

- UK tradition of Parliament and the courts protecting the rights of individuals by 

various statutes and under the common law 

= UK enforced the Human Rights Act 1998 which was akin to a bill of rights 

= France in the 1958 Constitution refers in its preamble to the French people’s 

commitment to the Declaration of 1789 but only a limited challenge to the authority 

of the legislature 

= US is the biggest protector of human rights by courts 

 

Human Rights on the International Plane before the 2
nd

 World War 

- prior to the 1940s there was no real conception of international law 

- idea about sovereignty and being responsible for your own citizens 

- before international law was very limited on the way it can affect and protect HR 

- the traditional pre-war view was that customary international law saw that it had 

nothing to say about the way that a state could treat its own nationals 

= the minimum standard required for the treatment of ‘aliens’ was thought to be 

because they were nationals of a another country; not because they were actual people 

 International Humanitarian Law and the Abolition of the Slave Trade 

- increase of international activity seeing to protect prisoners of wat and soldiers by 

persons such as Henry Dunant  who established the Red Cross 

= he saw the Battle of Solferino and was inspired to help the wounded 

= Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their additional Protocols made at this time 

- this time also saw much progress in the abolition of the slave trade 

= slavery was illegal in England in 1771 after the Somersett’s case 

 =the UK and USA (including Britain) also passed these laws 

= but abolishing slave trade altogether progress was slow 



= European states and the Congress of Vienna 1815 expressing a commitment to 

abolishing the slave trade 

~ checking ships if they were participating in illegal activity 

= 1885 Conference on Central Africa: commitment by states to help suppress slavery 

and its trade which led to the Anti-Slavery Act ratified by 18 states 

~ Cuba and Brazil maintained slavery until the 1880s 

- the international abolition of the slave trade was taken up by the LoN with the 

international Convention on the Abolition of Slavery and the Slave Trade of 1926 

= many bilateral agreements were in place to abolish slavery which eventually led to 

international customary law expecting this to be a part of it 

= this progress took quite a while 

= some states did out of their own will and some do so because everyone expected 

them to 

 The Protection of Minorities and the League of Nations 

- pre-second world war stance of international law where states could abuse their own 

citizens within their own borders 

- many stories of racial and religious minorities having strife this way 

- the redrawing of state boundaries in Poland and Germany meant that some peoples 

were displaced from the countries they identified to be nationals of  

- agreements were made in the form of individual peace treaties as [art of constitutional 

arrangements that gave basic guarantees of protection such as that to life, liberty and 

equality before the law 

- the LoN was mandated to supervise these rights and obligations on an international 

level 

- possible enforcement mechanisms of these rights were envisaged 

- these treaties were significant advances in protecting human rights but a cynical view 

is that is was only for regional stability and not really for the protection of persons 

within its borders 

= the Covenant of the League of Nations was concluded in 1919 

 


